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The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the only fully functional

GPS Guides show financial cost, often excluding erroneously,

Global Navigation System (GNS). Using a constellation of Earth

time and talents needed. So, many folks, start a journey or a

orbit satellites that transmit precise microwave signals, the system

project and can’t finish because they didn’t count the cost in time,

allows a GPS receiver to know its location, speed, direction, and

and talents needed. Like the Global Positioning System, the GPS
Guide is not a straitjacket, or a scheme to show you what you can’t
do. I repeat, it’s your best estimate of time, talents and money to
reach specific goals. It can confuse you if you focus on money
rather that the three key questions: what or where, how, and how
much? Never is money the main issue, rather, your attitude,
behavior and choices are. You decide to spend; you decide to
travel, you decide the mode! So keep your eyes on God and His
chosen path to get to His goals. Without focusing on your
behavior, your lifestyle, and God’s goals, you will stumble along
and advertisements will dictate how you spend time, talents, and
money.
To select the best path to the goal, and to identify potential gaps

time. Essentially, it’s a map making navigation system to get you

and opportunities that might arise, prepare a GPS Guide before an

from “A” to “B” in a certain time at a specific speed.

event. It’s obvious, but many folks don’t do it. Either they don’t

Similarly, a Goal, Plan, Spending Plan (GPS) Guide, is your best
estimate of time, talents, and money needed in a future period to
carry out specific goals, which must be clear, complete, concise,
capable of measurement (page 6). Goals answer the questions
“what” to do or “where” to go. Plans show steps to do goals, and
answer the question “how.” Spending plans show time, money,
and talents to do goals; answering “how much.”
If your goal is to go to Dallas for one month, before you go, your
plan would look at different ways to go, and likely costs (spending
plan) of each alternative. Well run business prepare yearly GPS
Guides divided in months that become maps to help them see, in
advance, if they will have resources to reach their goals. And each
goal would have a plan showing steps to get to the goal.
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write a GPS Guide or they prepare it after they start their journeys.
Preparing your GPS Guide before the event allows you to depend
on God to show you His path to handle potential gaps and
opportunities. He might give you more funds and other supplies
to fill gaps, show you how to work with what you have, or, He
might challenge you with excess funds!
Budgeting is putting the GPS Guide together—choosing the plan
and methodically estimating and recording its cost to reach a
specific goal or goals. It’s writing the road map (showing where
you are going), money map (showing the cost to get there), and
counting the cost before acting. Recall Luke 14:28 (RSV) where
Jesus told His disciples about the cost of discipleship: “For which
of you desiring to build a tower does not first sit down and count
the cost whether he has enough to complete it?”
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YOUR GPS IS YOUR COMPASS

A practical GPS Guide will lower stress and show the likely path to your goal
Preparing your GPS Guide is iterative, you must do it more than

Map as above, and don’t spend for items not on the map and don’t

oncesometimes many times, until you trim goals and plans to fit pay prices above those on the map. Eat before you go because you
funds available. To lower expenses to income, you need to go
might spend unplanned funds to buy junk food just because they
through a few cycles looking at lifestyle choices so you can prune
projects, cut planned buys, and eliminate tasks. This is normal
and the only way to stay debt free with a fixed income. As well,

sell junk food at the mall. Have you ever wondered why each mall
has a large food section?

preparing your GPS Guide is useful to help you listen to God as

Why Prepare a GPS Guide

you practice giving to God, a good example of which the

So far, it should be obvious why you should do a GPS Guide. Still,

Macedonian Churches demonstrate in 2 Corinthians 2:8.

I will repeat it. You do it before a planned event to see if you will

As you write your GPS Guide, you must choose. To be sure, it is

have enough funds to reach your goals. Suppose you estimated

about choices. Do you go to Dallas, or do you buy a bike, a TV, or your vacation trip to Dallas at $500, and you had $300 only. You
a stereo? It’s about trying to understand the difference between
should start only if you believed you could lower the cost to $300,
wants and needs. It’s about patience. Will you wait on God’s
or God showed you He would provide the extra $200 along the
timing to provide funding for education, or will you grab the first
available student loan? And most of all, it’s about accepting Jesus’
promise to provide for your needs.
As you prepare the GPS Guide, stay close to Jesus, listen to Him
by spending time in the Bible. Don’t look at or listen to your
neighbor, she might have much stuff, but she might have bought

way. In all you do, be open to God and follow His lead. If you are
short $200 and do not sense God telling you to travel with this
shortfall, consider different alternatives. His way might be in one
of these:
1. Taking the train rather than the plane

them with much debt! Refer to Matthew chapter six before you

2. Shortening the stay

trim projects and other GPS Guide categories to fit your income.

3. Inviting a friend to share expenses
4. Other choices
A practical GPS Guide will lower your stress and will show the
likely path to your goal. You don’t know the future, which will
change from your GPS Guide estimates, so, ask God to help you
with the GPS Guide. The Guide does not remove dependence on
God, merely helps you to focus your prayers to fill a shortfall
(expenses more than income) or to share a surplus (income more
than expenses).
If you don’t prepare a GPS Guide, you won’t count the cost before
acting. Probably you won’t give to God likely challenges and
opportunities you might meet along the way. As well, you might

Preparing your GPS Guide helps you evaluate and narrow your

reach your destination with much stress and at great cost. If you

alternatives before selecting the final plan to carry out your goals.

started your trip to Dallas with $300 without God’s guidance, the

I call the GPS Guide for a trip, or a short period, a Money Map. If

missing $200 could challenge you. Sadly, to finish the trip, you

you plan to go to the mall to buy specific stuff, prepare a Money

might borrow funds at great cost, and great embarrassment.
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DON’T KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING?
You will get there!
GPS Guide Categories
You should know you can’t manage
money because your behavior (your
lifestyle) creates expenses. Folks drive
cars that create expenses such as gasoline,
repairs, insurance. As well, they rent

clothes, movies, and so on.
Then again, you might wish to
divide gifts between birthdays
and Christmas. The purpose of
these categories is to help you
see where funds go!

homes that lead to different expenses than

How do you record items

if they owned homes. Buying a DVD

on your GPS Guide? A GPS

player is a decision that leads to other

Guide is either for a specific

expenses, such as buying and renting

time, one month, three months,

Do you know
where you are
going?
Bible and you will know. As

DVDs. These expenses that your behavior one year, or a specific task, such as a trip to prophet Isaiah says in Isaiah 30:21:
creates I refer to as GPS Guide categories the mall, vacation and so on. First, to help “Whether you turn to the right or to the
(eating out, CDs, clothes). Before you

select the categories for your GPS Guide,
understand these matters:
1. Your circumstances are unique so
don’t accept “canned” categories
or your friend’s categories.

you calculate future spending, you need to left, your ears will hear a voice behind you,
saying, “This is the way; walk in it.” Talk
understand the goal or goals God wants
you to carry out in the period, or during

to the Lord, listen for His voice by reading

the trip.

the Bible. As you read the Bible, ask the
Holy Spirit to help you understand what

Next, look at how much funds you expect

He is telling you.

to come in during the period, or how

2. Fit your categories to your lifestyle.
much funds you have for the trip. Get in
Don’t let details bog you down;
the habit of calculating the amount to
don’t choose general categories

Separate the GPS Guide preparation in
two parts; first, calculate the amount

available to spend, money you expect to
that prevent you from seeing where spend by first asking God to show you how
come in, and then based on plans for the
much to give to His work (read 2
funds go.
period, assign funds available to specific
Corinthians 8 and 9), and how much to
3. Your GPS Guide is a tool to help
categories. Don’t exceed the available
save. The Capital Fund that I discuss on
you become and remain a good
amount.
my website,
steward of God’s money. You
guide its preparation, not the

www.managinggodsmoney.com, is a

reverse.

special account in which you save for

Answering these two questions will help
you decide your GPS Guide categories:
(1) What items do I need to look at to help
me understand my spending? (2) In how
much detail?
You might have categories for eating at
fast food restaurants, video games, gifts,

identified needs such as buying a car, a
TV, paying for an education course, and
other items that you won’t use up in one
year. So if you got $250, ask God how
much to give to His work. He might tell
you $100, or He might tell you $20. How
will you know? Spend time studying the
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Tracking Your Spending
After you prepare your GPS Guide, during
the period (or during your Dallas trip),
track your spending using computer
software or a form similar to the
Worksheet on page 4. As you spend, write
the date, amount and description. Reduce
the Guide amount as shown on the form.
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GPS Guide for Month of March
Money In

$

Goals

Income from job

$250

Less: amount to give to God’s work (church)

-$30

Less: amount in Capital Fund for education savings, and car

-$70

Amount available to spend

$150

Goals for March:

Money Out
CDs, DVDs & rentals

40

Clothes

40

Transport

35

Meals and snacks

35

Total Spending

150

Money In more than Money Out carried forward to April

$0

GPS Guide Worksheet (Spending Plan)
CD DVD
Date

Description

Total

Meals

Transport

Sept 1

Spending Allocation for September

150

35

35

Sept 3

CD’s from Wal-Mart

-10

Sept 4

Lunch

-9

-9

131

26

Balance left
Sept 17

Another Store

Clothes

Gifts
Birthday

Movies
40

40

0

-10

-10
Balance left

Education

35

30

-5

-5
25

121

26

30

145

35

35

40

40

Balance left
Balance left
Balance left at Sept 30
New allocation for October

40

15

"'The things impossible with men are possible with God," Luke 18:27
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THE GPS GUIDE IS A FREEING TOOL, NOT A STRAIT JACKET
Listen for God’s voice: “This is the way; walk in it.”
Weekly, review what you did and how much you spent

How do you choose GPS Guide categories?

compared with plans, and decide if you need to change your
behavior to stay on course to get to the goals for the period or
for the trip. Suppose you estimated $50 for gas to go to Dallas
and it turned out at $60, you might have to cut back on other
plans such as visits to museums, or you might stay one day less
than plan to lower your spending to the available amount. If

Read Luke 14:25-33 and in your own words, write what it
means. How can it apply to the GPS Guide preparation?

you over spend one category, to lower your total planned
spending, look at goals and plans so you can decide how to
change your behavior. Most of all, lean on God to show you
His path!
Questions

What is a Money Map?

What is a GPS Guide?

How do you choose how much to spend for a trip?
Why do you need it?

How would you decide how much to give to God regularly?
When would you prepare it?In how much detail?

Using a form like that on page 4, prepare a GPS Guide for next
month?
What are GPS Guide categories?
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GAOL STATEMENT:

Date
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Progress Against Goal
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